BETTER TOGETHER
An innovative partnership:
The Insurance Wholesale & Placing Intermediary service

is offered by

THE COMPANY

OUR ACTIVITIES

Established in 2003, MEDIORISCHI now has a fully paid-up share capital of 120,360.00 Euros, has a
board of statutory auditors and is registered under section B of the Single Register of Intermediaries
(RUI) with the number B000128535.

MEDIORISCHI operates on the basis of three directives:

MEDIORISCHI is authorised by IVASS to act as an insurance and reinsurance intermediary as well as to
operate as an insurance intermediary with the freedom to provide services in the following EU member
states: United Kingdom - Slovakia - Slovenia - Hungary - Romania - Croatia.
Holds the qualification of Lloyd’s Coverholder with the code IT441 to operate on the Lloyd’s of London
market both via binding authorities and in facultative reinsurance.
MEDIORISCHI is registered with AIBI - Associazione Italiana Brokers di Assicurazioni e Riassicurazioni
- and adheres to its Deontological Code

• Insurance Wholesale and Placing Intermediary
• Bancassurance Solutions Intermediary
• Third Party Administrator

In the role of wholesale broker and placing intermediary, MEDIORISCHI offers independent intermediaries
such as Brokers, Agents and other authorised insurance intermediaries throughout the country who act
as Correspondents to provide products and positioning services for insurance and reinsurance.
MEDIORISCHI operates exclusively with a Business to Business model, meaning that it does not handle
direct clients.
The placement lines offered by MEDIORISCHI are developed both with leading national or international
insurers (operating in right of establishment and with freedom to provide services) and directly with
syndicates of Lloyd’s of London or with the international reinsurance market.
As a Bancassurance boker, MEDIORISCHI offers the development of bancassurance programs
complete with relative placement activities on the insurance and reinsurance market for banks and
financial institutions as well as complete support in the implementation and management of the
distribution and post-sale processes and reporting.
As Third Party Administrator, MEDIORISCHI handles run off activities in relation to portfolios distributed
via banking networks and support in the distribution of bancassurance and affinity programs.

WHOLESALE - OUR BUSINESS MODEL

OUR AMBITIONS AND COMMITMENTS AMBITION

MEDIORISCHI performs two additional activities:
• Multi-specialist wholesale broker
• Placing Intermediary

To become the partner of reference of our correspondents, providing innovative products and services
with high added value and the opportunity of facilitated access to the primary national and international
insurance markets, allowing them to concentrate their efforts on the management of relations with their
customer and fully develop their activity of insurance intermediary.

Wholesale broker

Commitment

The wholesale broker offers other intermediaries a catalogue of insurance products that it has developed
and for which, over time, it has negotiated special economic conditions and standards with insurance
businesses.

The MEDIORISCHI credo is based on the centrality of our partners, correspondents, and the continual and
constant monitoring of the market. This philosophy relies on a set of values that make our commitment
real:

Placing Intermediary

Quality and Professionalism to offer the best possible service to our clients: the Correspondents

The placing intermediary is an insurance intermediary that provides insurance and reinsurance placement
on the behalf of the producing intermediary (who manages the intermediation relationship with the end
client directly) typically for the risk sectors or types of cover for which the market of reference for its
correspondents does not offer coverage.

Listening and Availability to be able to communicate effectively and maintain a proactive and positive
presence

Under art. 22 – comma 10 D.Lgs 18 October 2012 n. 179, such activities identify an exclusively
Business to Business distribution model , without any contact with the end client, which offers their
correspondents (brokers – agents – authorised insurance intermediaries), who act as a producing
& retail intermediary, ample access to the capacity of underwriting of national and international
insurance and reinsurance markets (Lloyd’s of London).
The aim is to offer correspondents the possibility to respond to the request of clients for insurance
products and services that are not offered by their own insurers (or the Principal Company) or to use
this availability in terms of commercial development for the acquisition of new clients, guaranteeing:
• a true complementarity of the vocations and areas of expertise of the partners to the benefit of

the end client;

• high commission returns for the Corresponding partner;
• effective leverage for the development or defence of the portfolio.

Reactivity to guarantee that quotations, insurance coverage and policies are issued as quickly as
possible
Energy to anticipate, innovate and cease all opportunity for growth and results

OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE
Integrated service of Insurance Wholesale and Placing Intermediary
We offer of Correspondent partners a package of integrated services that can be categorised into four
areas:
The product catalogue
Research, development, placing and offer of products (including “private label”) to allow our
Correspondents to offer competitive solution for risk areas not suitably covered by their own insurers of
reference or by the principal companies
Risk placement
The support service for the placing of risks on behalf of the correspondents on the national, international
and reinsurance market including in relation to placements not covered by the underwriting policies of
the insurers of reference, cancelled placement or special due to the risk profile or for the commitment of
insurance capacity requested.
Allocation Portfolio
Possibility to create solutions to manage the re-placing on the market of general portfolio quotes to
optimise its profitability, guarantee its consolidation and protection.
Access to the international network
Support for correspondents in the management of risks connected to activity abroad by their clients
and the availability to access an international support service through the main networks for the
management of local coverage or outgoing international programs.
Multi-specialist approach
Unlike other operators focused on specific niches in the market, MEDIORISCHI has a multi-specialist
approach. This positioning allows us to offers our correspondents insurance products, solutions and
placing lines for the different market sections :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Privates
Professionals
Businesses
Public bodies
Private health service
Financial institutions
Special risks
International

ARE YOU AN INSURANCE BROKER?
The companies are becoming more and more concentrated and it is becoming ever more important
to have more efficient access to the insurance markets that qualifies the service that an independent
regional broker provides to his clients, without however compromising focus and concentration
on commercial development... how can a broker guarantee direct access to new insurance
markets without altering their organisation and cost structure, maintaining at the same time their
independence and protecting their relationship with the client?
Our mission is to guarantee the Broker access to a series of solutions, products and markets that will
allow them to expand and improve the range of services they offer the clients, while at the same time
remaining totally independent as professionals and/or companies.
Our offer is a brokerage of ‘service’ that, thanks to the complementarity of the activities, uses the
values of dynamism, entrepreneurship, agility and availability of the regional brokerage companies (our
partners) to the best effect and allows us to direct them towards commercial development and growth
of the business.
Our offer for INSURANCE BROKERS:
• effective support for the placement of risks for which their own market of reference does not offer

adequate solutions

• access and use of binding authorities and facilities managed by Mediorischi
• development of solutions to optimise management of the Retail or Affinity portfolio
• direct access to the specialised international market (Lloyd’s of London - Companies with freedom

to provide services - Reinsurers)

• possibility to access the main networks for managing the services to the clientèle that needs

support for their activities abroad (outgoing international programs)

• Solutions for Company Funds and constitution of Loans
• recognition of very interesting levels of remuneration

ARE YOU AN INSURANCE AGENT?
The companies, forced by the need to contain costs, are taking over the agencies and progressively
reducing the range on offer... how can an agent protect their portfolio and have a projections of
development of their clientèle?How can you keep a client if the premium is too high, has inadequate
regulation conditions or if there’s no coverage of the risk available from the principal company?
We guarantee the Tied Agent (our correspondent) the ability to respond to the requests of the clients
even when the products and services requested are not covered by their principal company. Our
correspondents can use this opportunity to further their own commercial development by maintaining
and consolidating the strong points of the agency relationship thanks to the “compliant” collaboration
model with the regulatory framework of intermediation activity.
Our offer for INSURANCE AGENTS:
• effective support for the placement of risks not covered by the principal companies or for which the

offer is not adequate or competitive;

• protect the relationship with the clients in the face of portfolio reform or cancellation due to an

accident claim by the principal companies;

• availability of an original product catalogue that is not covered by the companies’ offer and/or target

defined sectors of the clientèle;

• direct access to the specialised international market (Lloyd’s of London - Companies with freedom

to provide services - Reinsurers);

• recognition of very interesting levels of remuneration
• access to the main networks for managing customer care for their own activities abroad (outgoing

international programs)

ARE YOU AN INSURANCE INTERMEDIARY REGISTERED WITH
SECTION E OF THE RUI?
For an INTERMEDIARY REGISTERED WITH SECTION E OF THE RUI it is becoming ever more difficult to
express their professionalism and rely on personal relationships and territorial knowledge given the
difficult situation of the primary intermediaries with whom they collaborate, in particular the agents,
deriving from the policies of many Principal Companies (contracting of the offer and commissions lack of effective support - difficult to contact).
Is there a solution that offers intermediaries registered with section E of the RUI products and services
to help face a difficult market and see interesting commission returns?
We make available to the INTERMEDIARY REGISTERED WITH SECTION E OF THE RUI products and
services to face a market that is becoming ever more complex and guarantee suitable commission
returns.
We offer the INTERMEDIARY REGISTERED WITH SECTION E OF THE RUI the chance to develop their
professional activity as an insurance intermediary to the full, guaranteeing exclusive access to products
and international markets for placing risks as well as technical and organisational support of a framework
of “wholesale brokers” that guarantees absolute independence in managing their own clients through a
compliant collaboration model with the regulatory framework of the intermediation activity.
Our offer for INTERMEDIARIES REGISTERED WITH SECTION E OF THE RUI
• effective support for the placement of risks not supported by the intermediaries with whom they

collaborate or for which the offer is not adequate or competitive;

• availability of an original product catalogue that is not covered by the companies’ offer and/or target

defined sectors of the clientèle;

• recognition of very interesting levels of remuneration
• availability of support tools for an integrated and multi-company Vehicle offer
• direct access to the specialised international market (Lloyd’s of London - Companies with freedom

to provide services - Reinsurers)

• professional and commercial conformity in the insurance brokerage framework
• support for the development of coverage for niche businesses

BECOME A CORRESPONDENT
Why become a Correspondent for MEDIORISCHI?
• because we have decades of experience and exclusive access to a selected group of leading

international insurers;

• because we guarantee a multi-specialist approach that offers solutions and placement lines for the

most varied market segments;

• because we have a catalogue of innovative products that are suitable for specific risk profiles;
• because we have a dedicated team available at any time.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
A COMPLEMENTARY WHOLESALE OFFER
As a wholesale broker and placing intermediary,
MEDIORISCHI offers independent intermediaries
such as Brokers, Agents and other authorised
insurance
intermediaries
who
act
as
Correspondents, a complementary offer of
products and positioning services for insurance
and reinsurance.
MULTI-SPECIALIST APPROACH
Unlike other operators who focus on specific
niches in the market, MEDIORISCHI offers a multispecialist approach that allows us to offer our
correspondents products, insurance solutions and
placement lines form many different segments of
the market:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PRIVATES;
PROFESSIONALS;
BUSINESSES;
PUBLIC BODIES;
AFFINITY & BANCASSURANCE;
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS & WELFARE;
SPECIAL RISKS & REINSURANCE
SOLUTIONS.

FACILITY VS FACULTATIVE BASIS
MEDIORISCHI offers a service with a facility basis
(product offer) or a facultative basis (placement)
that can be broken down as follows:
• complimentary product catalogue;
• research,
developments,
placement

of
products that are not typically covered by the
underwriting of the correspondent and destined
for defined target clientèle, managed through
binding authorities or facilities supported by
specialist companies or by the Lloyd’s market;
• solutions structured to optimise the portfolio;
• risk placement;
• support service for placing risks that are
not typically covered by the underwriting
policies of the companies of reference of the
correspondents or for which the local market
offers a very limited capacity, or of cancelled
positions or of special risks and solutions in
terms of profile or insurance capacity requested.
Our offer comprises:
• international support service through the

partners of some important international
networks that manage outgoing programs of
our correspondents’ clientèle;
• Specific service for Public Bodies;
• support for the participation in selection
processes held by Public Bodies in the capacity
of Lloyd’s Correspondent.

PRIVATES
The private sector is adequately supported by the local markets of reference, therefore the product
solutions offered by MEDIORISCHI refer to:
• a type of wealthy clientèle with significant personal assets and thus characterised by special insurance

requirements (High Net Worth Individuals):
property assets and high value property with worldwide coverage;
fine Arts & Jewellery;
luxury and classic vehicles of high value;
yachts and leisure boats;
horses and thoroughbreds for competition;
private helicopters and planes;
protection of the person with very high capitals;
products not supported by the Principal Company or for which it is not able to offer competitive
conditions;
• portfolio optimization (facility approach) both under the profile of the protection and of the increase
of marginality
• combined solutions that allow the increase of the value of an offer both at the renewal phase and when
stipulating new policies.
• individual solutions for the protection of financial commitments such as mortgages or loans
(creditor protection) or in case of events that may compromise the standard of life (such as injury,
illness or job loss).
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PROFESSIONALS

With reference to the area of responsibility, among
others, it is possible to cite:

BUSINESSES

The obbligation to underwrite an insurance policy
of civil responsibility to cover risks connected to
professional practise, introduced with the Reform
of Professions (Dpr 137/2012) further amplifies
an already important need for protection that
MEDIORISCHI covers with specific solutions and
products for the various categories of professions,
including those not yet obliged to take out policies
by law.

• individual

A wholesale support specifically designed for the Business sector must be able to respond effectively
to the need for support for highly specific risks and highly specialised markets such as, for example and
not exclusively:

This demand is not met with sufficient or
adequate solutions and support by the markets of
reference, nor by the forms of adhesion to general
and standardised solutions predisposed by the
various Orders, from which all professions not
regulated or that do not have the constitution of
an order are presently excluded. The solutions
offered by MEDIORISCHI allow offers to cover the
risks of professionals in all areas:
•
•
•
•

Professions in the Economic - Juridical area;
Professions in the Technical Area;
Professions in the Healthcare Area;
Professions not regulated.

The offer is differentiated in relation to the
different professional profiles and includes full
support also for more complex solutions or those
with placement problems deriving from previous
claims.
In addition to the Civil Liability Professional and
Legal Protection package, a series of products
and solutions are available designed to protect
against the risks of responsibility or protection
of the person that characterise this important
sector.

D&O
coverage offered to
independent administrators or for subjects that
that operate in roles of administrator, counsellor,
member of the management council, syndicate,
member of the surveillance council, member of
the committee for the control of management,
person responsible for the control of accounts,
director general of any Company.

• MediaTech coverage to protect against different

types of risk inherent to professional services in
the computing and media sector (technology
consultancy, internet services, multimedia &
advertising, software development, technology
service providers in outsourcing, etc.)

Integrated in the offer relating to the area of civil
responsibility is a series of solutions for Protection
of the Person (Injuries - Reimbursement of
Medical Expenses - Term Life Insurance) coherent
with the profile of the professional figure and their
need to protect their quality of life and its centrality
to the continuity of their profession (Key Man).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

D&O and EPL;
Civil Liability private clinics;
Civil Liability rail workers;
Renewable energies;
Civil Liability security firms;
Expat;
Employee Benefits;
Loyalty programs;
Maritime.
and must guarantee the continuity of the relationship with the client even in the event of withdrawal by the company.

The current contingency highlights a significant contraction in the availability on the market and increasing
difficulty in accessing a competitive offer for Property and Liability coverage, an issue that involving
also the sector of small and medium sized businesses is creating the conditions for the development of
a complementary offer, with particular reference to agency intermediaries or intermediaries registered
with section E of the RUI.

PUBLIC BODIES
The sector of Public Bodies, which is highly
complex due to the diverse nature of the services
provided and relative associated risks:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Central administrations;
Regions;
Provinces;
Communes;
Other local administrations;
Non financial public bodies;
Universities;
Healthcare and hospital companies;
Welfare and assistance bodies;
Local public transport companies;
Multi-utilities with public participation;
Etc.;

MEDIORISCHI has developed significant expertise
in the sector and is committed to improving the
offer of insurance solutions for Public Bodies
operating in the capacity of ‘Correspondent’. The
multiple solutions on offer include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Third Party Civil Liability Public bodies;
Civil Liability Patrimonial Public Body
Medical Malpractice Hostpitals and ASL;
Clinical experimentation;
Injuries Public bodies;
Fine Arts Public bodies;
Casco Public bodies.

MEDIORISCHI has also developed a series
of conventions open for employees and
administrators of public bodies or companies
under public control as well as employees of the
National health Service, such as:

is also undergoing a period of profound change.
The current dynamics highlight notable changes
in both the procedure for the acquisition of goods
and services and in the methods of management
and transferral of risks.

• Civil Liability gross negligence employees

The traditional insurance market struggles to
respond, or offers an ever more limited response,
to the coverage requirements of the public sector,
with particular reference to Civil Responsibility.

• Legal protection employees SSN.

and public administrators;

• Civil Liability gross negligence employees

SSN;

• Legal protection employees and public admi-

nistrators;

AFFINITY & BANCASSURANCE
Affinity Group refers to the groups of individuals that have similar insurance characteristics and
requirements. These common elements can be linked to aspects of the private life (recreational activities,
company clubs, ...) or professional life (category associations, professional organisations, employees
and clients of partner companies or bodies, ...).
MEDIORISCHI supports it correspondents in the development of dedicated insurance programs, which
can be broken down into compulsory and voluntary policies and into the various phases of realisation:
• planning of the service and analysis of the risks;
• actuation of the insurance program (selection of the insurance market, definition of the terms of

placement of the convention, provision of the supporting documentation);

• stipulation of contract (draft of agreement, definition of management model and service model);
• management and distribution.

Alongside this area of operation is the offer of Bancasurrance solutions that, substantially, identifies
Affinity solutions with a particular distributive declination that is developed through the banking network.
Over the years, MEDIORISCHI has developed significant expertise, creating a division to manage and
develop important international programs with bundle or stand alone offers.

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS & WELFARE

SPECIAL RISKS & REINSURANCE SOLUTIONS

In a phase of overall re-organisation of our Public Welfare system, a significant demand is emerging
for integrative healthcare solutions for both employees of Businesses or Public bodies and for groups
and collectives. Such solutions are created using tools of the Support fund, Mortgages or Insurance
Conventions which offer fiscal and tax contribution benefits provided by applicable legislation.

MEDIORISCHI aims to become a point of reference
in the development of solutions of those risks that
are particularly complex for which the companies
of reference find it difficult to guarantee adequate
support. Some offers require the use of alternative
solutions often created through direct access to
the reinsurance tool (facultative reinsurance)
which enables the mobilisation of important
capacities and the transfer of those risks that are
difficult to insure on the traditional market.

MEDIORISCHI provides support to its Correspondents in structuring these solutions as well as providing
and placing insurance programs offered by the national and international market relative to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Professional and Extra-professional injuries;
Permanent invalidity from illness;
reimbursement of Medical Expenses;
Long Term Care;
coverage for cases of Death and Invalidity;
Expatriated Medical expenses;
programs for Missions / Business trips in Italy/Abroad;
special Second Opinion programs.

For example:
• Contingency

This category contains a range of insurance
policies to guarantee the main unexpected
occurrences connected to the organisation of
concerts, sports events, festivals, film production
or other types of events. Among these, of particular
relevance is the ‘Cancellation of Events’ policy that
protects against any losses (lost profit) suffered
by the Policy holder following the cancellation,
interruption or postponement of the event due to
adverse weather conditions, no-show due to the
unavailability of the key persons, terrorist threats
or any other event or act beyond the control of the
Policy holder.
• Jewelleries Block Policy
• Renewable energies (phase of construction

and operation)

Solar energy Wind energy Water energy Biomass
• Construction
• Aviation

Bodies/Civil Liability aircraft Aeronautical injuries

Loss of Licence
Civil Liability of airports
Civil Liability of airport operators Civil Liability of
aeronautical products
Horses & Livestock
Fine Arts
Private Collections - All risks and Nominated
Risks Exhibitions - All Risks Nail to Nail
Museums - All risks and/or restoration costs
Musical instruments
Classic cars
Restoration laboratories
•
•
•
•
•

Political risks and terrorism
Loyalty Programs
Warranty & Indemnity
Intellectual Property
Cyber & Data Security Risks

THE RISK PLACEMENT PROCESS
The process of placing a risk in non-standard accounts is as follows:
• placement request

the Correspondent contacts their MEDIORISCHI contact with a placement request, attaching, if
available, the specific questionnaire available in the document repository that correspondents can
access in the private area and any available integrative information;
• request analysis and submission

WORKING TOGETHER
One of the factors of success of the collaboration between the retail intermediary (the broker, agent or
intermediary registered with section E that has a direct relationship with the client) and the wholesale
intermediary is given by the complementarity of the roles.
This complimentarity allows the retail intermediary to focus their resources and develop the relationships
with their clients in the best way possible. The wholesale intermediary allows access to the specialised
insurance markets or those markets not approached and also operates as an acquisition centre for the
product offers that it makes available to its Correspondents.
The results of a recent survey, conducted on the French market where this figure is more developed, have
irrefutably confirmed the relevance of the wholesale intermediary in the chain of value of insurance
distribution and its high added value.
In order to express this added value effectively, it is important to guarantee maximum fluidity in
the relationships between the wholesale intermediary and the Correspondent and to establish a
collaboration that is highly effective and efficient in the processes involved in:
• the placement process;
• renewals management;
• claims management.

the MEDIORISCHI contact examines the request, checking that all the information has been provided
and proceeds with the preparation of a submission to propose to the markets selected in relation to
the type of coverage requested and the risk profile involved;
quotation/indication
the Underwriters involved will reply with a quotation/indication, with a request for additional
information if required, or will decline the risk;
• proposal

the MEDIORISCHI contact will present the quotation terms and relative validity period as well as any
clauses that must be met and/or will indicate any additional information required, and the commissions
due to the correspondent will be indicated;
• coverage hold order

the Correspondent, if the proposal and options presented are accepted by the client, will formalise a
coverage hold order, or alternatively a renegotiation with the Underwriters may be requested;
• confirmation of coverage

if the coverage hold order is received from the Correspondent, the MEDIORISCHI contact will confirm
the coverage according to the terms and conditions accepted by the client, specifying the terms of
payment of the premium warranty.
Time scales for handling the process described above vary in relation to the type of coverage
requested, the completeness and details of the information provided and the submission and are also
affected by the time it takes to research the most receptive market. On average, times vary from one
to three days, but for very complex accounts more days may be needed. The MEDIORISCHI contact
will in any case keep the Correspondent that issued the request up to date.
In the case of placement of products supported by facilities or binding authorities (standard accounts),
the process is much simpler and the Correspondent will have the elements necessary to provide an
initial quote directly to the client.
MEDIORISCHI provides its Correspondents with a systematic reporting system for the placement
activity requested by them, highlighting the status of the positions, the response times and the
success rate.

RENEWALS MANAGEMENT
It is necessary to distinguish between cover with tacit renewal and cover without tacit renewal.
For cover with tacit renewal, MEDIORISCHI will provide the Correspondent with the payment required
for renewal. The Correspondent will have the client make the payment and provide confirmation to
MEDIORISCHI of receipt of payment in order to proceed with covering the risk.
For cover without tacit renewal, proceed as follows:
• expiry notice

MEDIORISCHI will send to the Correspondent notification of policies that are due to expire together
with the necessary documents for renewal (Questionnaire - NCD/NMC – No Claims Declaration/No
Material Changes – CIS – Claims Information Sheet);
• renewal request

the Correspondent will sent the renewal request together with the supporting documentation to the
MEDIORISCHI contact;
• renewal offer

the MEDIORISCHI contact will present the terms of renewal obtained together with the validity period
of the offer;
• renewal hold order

the Correspondent, if the proposal and options presented are accepted by the client, will formalise a
renewal hold order, or alternatively a renegotiation with the Underwriters may be requested;
• confirmation of renewal

if the coverage hold order is received from the Correspondent, the MEDIORISCHI contact will confirm
the renewal according to the terms and conditions accepted by the client, specifying the terms of
payment of the premium warranty.

CLAIMS MANAGEMENT
The management of claims is based on the fact that the relationship with the end client is managed
directly and exclusively by the Correspondent.
MEDIORISCHI, in its role as wholesale intermediary, provides support to the Correspondent and mediates
with the Companies or the assigned loss adjuster.
Given the above, protecting the relationship with the client, the Correspondent will:
• manage the liquidation procedure on behalf of the client, dealing directly with the appraisal and

liquidation parties assigned by the Underwriters or the Company;

• inform MEDIORISCHI of any updates in the situation or any problems that may arise during the

liquidation process so that they may intervene as necessary.

The operational guidelines are as follows:
• report of accident or communication of circumstance

The Correspondent will inform MEDIORISCHI by email at claims@mediorischi.it or by fax to the number
+39 02 25060936 of the claim or communication of circumstance received by their client with the
relative supporting documentation.
It is important that the accompanying document with the claim contains:
Name of the policy holder;
Policynumber;
Correspondent name for contacts;
• open claim/communication of circumstance

the MEDIORISCHI claims manager will open the claim for the policy holder involved and will take the
details required to manage the claim (archive number attributed - loss adjuster assigned - Company
reference - ...) and will communicate this information to the Correspondent so that they can make
direct contact;

• claims assistance

for any assistance needed with managing the claim, the Correspondent may contact the MEDIORISCHI
claims manager;

• claim liquidation

the MEDIORISCHI claims manager will send the receipt of payment and the cheque made out following
the definition of the claim.
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BETTER TOGETHER
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress;
working together is success.”

(Henry Ford)

